New Titles

*500 years : life in resistance : (DVD)*

20381.ID
COLOR 108 MIN SKYLIGHT F 2017

The epic story that led Guatemala to a tipping point in their history, from the genocide trial of General Rios Montt to the popular movement that toppled President Otto Perez Molina. While indigenous peoples of Guatemala are no stranger to oppression, the recent events that took place over a tumultuous three-year span, changed forever what was possible when their movement is met with popular society’s outcry to end corruption. A film by Pamela Yates, Peter Kinoy, and Paco de Onis. English language, with Spanish with English subtitles.


*Anton Chekov's The duel - (DVD)*

20480.ID
COLOR 95 MIN MUSIC BOX 2010

Escalating animosity between two men with opposing philosophies of life is played out against the backdrop of a decaying seaside resort along the Black Sea coast. Laevsky is a dissipated romantic given to gambling and flirtation. He has run his wife's business but he finds the empty Nadya another man's wife. Laevsky has now grown tired of her, but two obstacles block his route to escape: he is broke, and he faces the absolute enmity of Von Koren. Based on the novella "The duel" by Anton Chekhov. Cast includes Andrew Scott, Tobias Menzies, Fiona Glascott, Niall Buggy, Michelle Fairley, Jeremy Swift. Screenplay by Mary Bing. Directed by Dover Kosashvili. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English.


*Bande a part : (Band of outsiders) : (DVD-PAL)*

20396.ID
B&W 92 MIN GAUMONT 1964

Serie Jean-Luc Godard fiction : (Jean-Luc Godard, real) - Two restless young men enlist the object of their desire to help them commit a robbery in her own home. Screenplay adapted from the novel Fools Gold by Dolores Hitchens. Starring Anna Karina, Sami Frey and Claude Brasseur. Original score by Michel Legrand. Directed by Jean Luc Godard. This DVD version features scene selection; JLG/ADB; JLG/AK; JLG/CC; Bande-annonce; Language: French; Subtitles: English (feature), French, and French closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played using a Multi-region machine.


*Barry Lyndon : (DVD)*

20444.ID
COLOR 185 MIN CRITERION 1975

The Criterion Collection Series - The story of Redmond Barry, an impoverished young Irishman bent on achieving wealth, power and status. In a series of picturesque adventures, he duels and dupes his way up the social ladder, enters into a prestigious but loveless marriage with a beautiful, titled widow, and falls dramatically into ruin. Based on the novel by William Makepeace Thackeray, starring Ryan O’Neal, Marisa Berenson, Patrick Magee, Hardy Kruger, Steven Berkoff, Gay Hamilton, Marie Kean, Diana Koerner, Murray Melvin, Frank Middlemass, Andre Morell, Arthur O’Sullivan, Godfrey Quigley, Leonard Rossiter, Philip Stone, Leon Vitali, John Bindon, Roger Boot, Billy Boyle, Jonathan Cecil, Peter Cellier, Geoffrey Chater, Anthony Dawes, Patrick Dawson, Bernard Hepton, Anthony Herrick, Barry Jackson, Wolf Kahler, Patrick Laffan, Hans Meyer, Ferry Mayne, David Morely, Liam Redmond, Pat Roach, Dominic Savage, Frederick Schiller, George Sewell, Anthony Sharp, John Sharp, Roy Spencer, John Sullivan, Harry Towb. Narrator Michael Hordern. Written for the screen and directed by Stanley Kubrick. This two-disc Criterion collection DVD version features a documentary featuring cast and crew interviews as well as audio excerpts from a 1976 interview with director Stanley Kubrick.; Program about the films groundbreaking visuals featuring focus pull on Douglas Milsome and gaffer Lou Bogue as well as excerpts from a 1980 interview with cinematographer John Alcott; Program featuring historian Christopher Frayling on Academy Award-winning production designer Ken Adam.; Interview with editor Tony Lawson; French television interview from 1976 with Ulla-Britt Soderlund re codedesigns the films music; Production program about the films filming locations.; Interview with actor Leon Vitali about the 5.1 surround soundtrack which he co supervised; Piece analyzing the fine-art-inspired aesthetics of the film with curator Adam Eaker.; Trailers; Essay by critic Geoffrey O'Brien and two pieces about the look of the film from the March 1976 issue of American Cinematographer; Language: English; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


*The brave don't cry : (DVD-PAL)*

20380.ID
B&W 89 MIN HOLLYWOOD 1952

A dramatic reenactment of the mining disaster at Knockshinnoch Castle Colliery Ayrshire in 1950. The film dramatizes the tense events of the rescue of miners trapped underground after a pit shaft was flooded and nine men were lost. A difficult and dangerous rescue was attempted to save all the survivors. Cast includes John Gregson, Med Buchanan, Andrew Keir, Fulton Mackay, Jack Stewart, John Rae. Screenplay by Montagu Slater and Lindsay Galloway. Directed by Philip Leacock. This DVD version features scene selection; "Documenting John Grierson" (2014); "The terrible price" (2004) documentary marking the 70th anniversary of the Gresford mining disaster in which 266 miners lost their lives (30 min. extra footage). This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played using a Multi-region machine.

Feature films – Great Britain.; Disasters; Miners; Coal miners – Drama.; Coal mine accidents.; Coal mines and mining.; Knockshinnoch Castle Colliery (Scotland.); Leacock, Philip.

*Cameraperson : (DVD)*

20441.ID
COLOR 102 MIN JANUS FILM 2016

The Criterion Collection Series - Filmmaker Kirsten Johnson has been a documentary cinematographer for over twenty-five years. A boxing match in Brooklyn; life in postwar Bosnia and Herzegovina; the daily routine of a Nigerian midwife; an intimate family moment at home with the director: Kirsten Johnson weaves these scenes and others into her film, a tapestry of footage captured over her career. Through a series of episodic juxtapositions, Johnson explores the relationships between image makers and their subjects, the tension between the objectivity and intervention of the camera, and the complex interaction of unfiltered reality with crafted narrative. Her film combines documentary, autobiography, and ethical inquiry. Directed by Kirsten Johnson. This two-disc Criterion collection DVD version features "Editing 'Cameraperson'", a new program featuring director Kirsten Johnson, producers Marilyn Ness and Danielle Varga, and editors Nels Bangerter and Amanda Laws; "In the service of the film" a roundtable conversation with film critics; Video ad; Wellington Bowler and Judy Karp; Excerpts from two 2016 film festival talks with Johnson, including one between her and filmmaker Michael Moore; "The above" short film by Johnson; Trailer; Essay by filmmaker Michael Almereyda and reprinted writings by Johnson; In English, Bosnian, Arabic, Dari, Hausa, and Furi; with English subtitles. English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.
New Titles


* Coleccion cine Cubano
For descriptions see individual titles:
Portrait of Teresa : (Retrato de Teresa) : (DVD)

* Collection auteurs
For descriptions see individual titles:
La peudeur ou l'impudeur : (DVD-PAL)

* Community
For descriptions see individual titles:
Community : the complete third season : (DVD)

Community : the complete third season : (DVD)
20445, ID
COLOR 467 MIN SONY PICTU 2011
Community Series - A collection of episodes from the third season of the comedy television program "Community." An eclectic group of students at Greendale Community College are brought together in a small study group. In the third season the study group returns to find a new vice dean, and Jeff clashes with the new biology professor at Greendale Community College. Cast includes Chevy Chase, John Goodman, Joel McHale, Gillian Jacobs, Alison Brie, Yvette Nicole Brown, Donald Glover, Danny Pudi, Michael K. Williams. Created by Dan Harmon. This collection of episodes includes: Disc 1. Biology 101 – Geography of global conflict – Remedial chaos theory – Competitive ecology – Horror fiction in seven spooky steps – Advanced gay – Studies in modern movement – Documentary filmmaking redux; Disc 2. Foosball and nocturnal vigilantism – Regional holiday music – Contemporary impressionists – Urban maternity and the sandwich arts – Digital exploration of interior design – Pillows and blankets – Origins of vampire mythology; Virtual systems analysis; Disc 3. Basic lupine urology – Course listing unavailable – Curriculum unavailable – Digital estate planning – The first Chang dynasty – Introduction to finality. This three-disc DVD collection features widescreen presentation; Commentaries on every episode; Gag reels; Deleted scenes; "A Glee-ful Community Christmas" featurette; "This is war: Pillow vs. Blankets" mockumentary featurette; Language: English; Subtitles: English and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.
Television programs – United States.; Community colleges – Drama.; Community college students – Drama.; Harmon, Dan, 1973-.

* Conversation avec JLG : (Conversation with JLG) : (DVD-PAL)
20405, ID
COLOR 127 MIN GAUMONT 2010
Serie Jean-Luc Godard fiction : (Jean-Luc Godard, real) - A 2-hour conversation with Jean-Luc Godard by Dominique Mallet and Pierre-Henri Gibeau filmed in April 2010 at the Hotel de Vendome. Part of the ten film box set "Jean-Luc Godard : fiction." In French, with no English subtitles. This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played using a Multi-region machine.
Documentary films – France.; Feature films – France.; Motion picture producers and directors.; Film directors – France.; Motion picture producers and directors – France – Interviews.; Godard, Jean-Luc, 1930-.

* Court : (DVD)
20419, ID
COLOR 116 MIN KINO LORBE 2014
A quietly devastating, absurdist portrait of injustice, caste prejudice, and venal politics in contemporary India. An elderly folk singer and grassroots organizer, dubbed the 'people's poet,' is arrested on a trumped-up charge of inciting a sewage worker to commit suicide. His trial is a ridiculous and harrowing display of institutional incompetence, with endless procedural delays, coached witnesses for the prosecution, and obsessive privileging of arcane colonial law over reason and mercy. Cast includes Vira Sathidar, Vivek Gomber, Geetanjali Kulkarni, Pradeep Joshi, Shirish Pawar, Usha Bane. Written and directed by Chaitanya Tamhane. In Marathi, Hindi, English, and Gujarati, with English subtitles.

* The Criterion Collection
For descriptions see individual titles:
Barry Lyndon : (DVD)
Camereperson : (DVD)
Mishima : a life in four chapters : (DVD)
Yukoku : (Patriotism, or the rite of love and death) : (DVD)

* Curzon Artificial Eye
For descriptions see individual titles:
The other side of hope : (Toivon tuolla puolen) : (DVD-PAL)

* The dark tower : (DVD)
20389, ID
COLOR 95 MIN SONY PICTU 2017
The last Gunslinger, Roland Deschain, has been locked in an eternal battle with Walter O’Dim, also known as the Man in Black, determined to prevent him from toppling the Dark Tower, which holds the universe together. With the fate of the worlds at stake, good and evil will collide in the ultimate battle as only Roland can defend the Tower from the Man in Black. Based on the dark tower novels by Stephen King. Cast includes Idris Elba, Matthew McConaughey, Tom Taylor, Claudia Kim, Fran Kranz, Abbey Lee, Katheryn Winnick, Jackie Earle Haley. Screenplay by Akiva Goldsman, Jeff Pinkner, Anders Thomas Jensen, and Nikolaj Arcel. Directed by Nikolaj Arcel. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Blu-ray reel; "The man in black"; "The gunslinger in action"; Languages: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, and Thai.; English audio description track; Subtitles: English, Cantonese, Simplified Chinese, Chinese traditional, French, Indonesian/Bahasa, Korean, Malay, Portuguese, Spanish, Thai, Vietnamese, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

* Declaration of war : (DVD)
20393, ID
COLOR 100 MIN MPI MEDIA 2011
A young couple named Romeo and Juliette discover that their newborn son has a brain tumor. They gather friends and family together and confront the ordeal together as a form of warfare. The couple surprise even themselves in their ability to not only fight for the life of their child but also for each other. Cast includes Valerie Donzelli, Jeremie Elkaim, Brigitte Sy, Elina Lowensohn. Screenplay by Valerie Donzelli and Jeremie Elkaim. Directed by Valerie Donzelli. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Trailer; Language: French; Subtitles: English, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

* Detroit : (DVD)
20448, ID
COLOR 143 MIN 20TH CENTU 2017
Aided by the chaos of the Detroit Rebellion, with the city under curfew and as the Michigan National Guard patrolled the streets, three young African American men were murdered at the Algiers Motel. Cast includes John Boyega, Anthony Mackie, Algee Smith, Will Poulter, Jason Mitchell, John Krasinski. Written by Mark Boal. Directed by Kathryn Bigelow. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "The truth of Detroit"; The cast of Detroit; "The invasion of Detroit"; "The hope of Detroit";
New Titles

"Detroit – then and now"; Algee Smith and Larry Reed: "Grow";
Language: English; English descriptive audio; Subtitles:
Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and
hearing impaired.
Feature films – United States.; Race riots – Michigan – Detroit
century – Drama.; African Americans – Michigan – Detroit –
20th century – Drama.; Police corruption – Michigan – Detroit
– Drama.; African Americans; Police corruption.; Race
relations.; Race riots.; Detroit (Mich.); Race relations – 20th

Disappearing World
For descriptions see individual titles:
Kataragama : a god for all seasons : (DVD)

Don Quijote 1 : (DVD)
20436,ID
COLOR 92 MIN ROMAGOSA I 1979
This beautifully animated family tale tells the story of Don
Quixote, a man who reads many books of chivalry and decides
to become a knight. He enlists a mischievous peasant named
Sancho Panza as his squire and sets out on many exciting
adventures. His only problem is that his adventures often
become misadventures. Don Quixote was first published in 1605
and it's continuation in a second part was published in 1615.
This animated feature films adapt faithfully both parts: First part
is contained in this feature film "Don Quijote I" (92 min), and
second part is contained in feature film "Don Quijote II" (94 min).
Cast includes Fernando Fernan Gomez, Antonio Ferrandis,
Rafael de Penagos. Directed by Cruz Delgado Palomo.
Language: Spanish and Japanese; Subtitles: English and
Spanish.

Don Quijote 2 : (DVD)
20437,ID
COLOR 94 MIN ROMAGOSA I 1979
This beautifully animated family tale tells the story of Don
Quixote, a man who reads many books of chivalry and decides
to become a knight. He enlists a mischievous peasant named
Sancho Panza as his squire and sets out on many exciting
adventures. His only problem is that his adventures often
become misadventures. Don Quixote was first published in 1605
and it's continuation in a second part was published in 1615.
This animated feature films adapt faithfully both parts: First part
is contained in this feature film "Don Quijote - I" (92 min), and
second part is contained in feature film "Don Quijote - II" (94 min).
Cast includes Fernando Ferran Gomez, Antonio Fernandis,
Rafael de Penagos. Directed by Cruz Delgado Palomo.
Language: Spanish and Japanese; Subtitles: English and
Spanish.

Eclipse series 19 : Chantal Akerman in the seventies
(Criterion collection)
For descriptions see individual titles:
Je tu il elle : (DVD)
Package number 0769
Les Rendez-vous D'anna : (DVD)

Eclipse series 43 : Agnes Varda in California
For descriptions see individual titles:
Lions love (...and lies) : (DVD)

El caballero Don Quijote : (The knight Don Quixote) : (DVD-PAL)
20435,ID
COLOR 117 MIN 39 ESCALON 2002
The adventures of the legendary Don Quixote and his
companion Sancho Panza. Based on the book by Miguel de
Cervantes. Cast includes Juan Luis Galiardo, Carlos Iglesias,
Santiago Ramos, Fernando Guillen Cuervo, Manuel Manquina,
Kiti Manver, Juan Diego Botto, Emma Suarez, Manuel Alexandre.
Written and directed by Manuel Gutierrez Aragon. This DVD
version features interviews with Manuel Gutierrez Aragon, Juan
Luis Galiardo, and Carlos Iglesias; Making-of-the-film: "Entre la
imagen y la palabra"; Language: Spanish; Subtitles: English,
French, and Italian. This DVD is in the PAL format and must be
played using a Multi-region machine.
Feature films – Spain.; Spain; Knights and knighthood –
Drama.; Quixote, Don (Fictitious character) – Drama.;
Quixote, Don (Fictitious character).; Cervantes Saavedra,
Miquel de, 1547-1616.; Cervantes Saavedra, Miquel de,
1547-1616 – Don Quixote.; Gutierrez Aragon, Manuel, 1942-.

Une femme mariee : (A married woman) : (DVD-PAL)
20397,ID
B&W 96 MIN GAUMONT 1964
Serie Jean-Luc Godard fiction : (Jean-Luc Gordard, real) - A
married woman who is having an affair is unsure whether she
loves either man. To complicate matters, she discovers she is
pregnant and doesn't know who the father is. Now she must
come to terms with her emotional infidelities.Cast includes
Macha Meril, Philippe Lory, Bernard Noel. Written and directed
by Jean-Luc Godard. This DVD version features scenes selection;
JLG/ADB; JLG/ab; JLG/MM; Language: French; Subtitles:
English (feature), French, and French closed captioned for the
deaf and hearing impaired. This DVD is in the PAL format and
must be played using a Multi-region machine.
Feature films – France.; Married women – Drama.; Adultery
– Drama.; Pregnancy – Drama.; Godard, Jean-Luc, 1930-.

For ever Mozart : (36 personnages en quête d’histoire) : (DVD-PAL)
20403,ID
COLOR 85 MIN GAUMONT 1996
Serie Jean-Luc Godard fiction : (Jean-Luc Gordard, real) - The
story concerns an aging movie director who attempts to film a
new production of Alfred de Musset’s play On ne badine pas
avec l’amour in besieged Sarajevo. Along the way, various
strange things happen to him and his stars, including landing in
an apocalyptic rural landscape. Cast includes Madeleine Assas,
Ghaila Lacroix, Berangere Allaux, Vicky Messica, Frederic
Pierrot, Harry Cleven, Michel Francini, Sabine Bail, Max Andre,
Harley H. Herbert, Cecile Reigher, Dominique Pozzetto, Valerie
Delangre, Xavier Boulanger, Yasna Zivanovic, Nathalie Dorval,
Daniel Krellenstein, Jean Grecault, Beatrice Avione, Marc Faure.
Directed by Jean-Luc Godard. This DVD version features scenes JLG/
GG; JLG/FM; JLG/ADB; JLG/JCS; JLG/WK; Language: French;
Subtitles: English (feature), French, and French closed captioned
for the deaf and hearing impaired. This DVD is in the PAL format
and must be played using a Multi-region machine.
Feature films – France.; Feature films–Switzerland; Theater –
Production and direction – Drama.; Motion picture producers
and directors – Drama.; Theater; Siege of Sarajevo (Bosnia
– Dramatic production – Drama.; Godard, Jean-Luc, 1930-

Game of thrones
For descriptions see individual titles:
Game of thrones : the
complete seventh season : (DVD)

Game of thrones : the complete seventh season : (DVD)
20666,ID
COLOR 437 MIN WARNER HOM 2017
Game of thrones Series - A collection of ten episodes from the
Seventh Season of the HBO Television series "Game of thrones"
based on "A Song of ice and fire" by George R.R. Martin. The
long winter is here. The penultimate season 7 of the series
focuses on a convergence of armies and attitudes that have
been brewing for years. This four disc collection includes: Disc
New Titles

1. Dragonstone Stormborn : Disc 2.; The Queen's Justice – The spoils of war; Disc 3.; Eastwatch – Beyond the wall; Disc 4.; The dragon and the wolf. Cast includes Peter Dinklage, Nikolaj Coster-Waldau, Lena Headey, Emilia Clarke, Kit Harington, Iain Glen, Alfie Allen, John Bradley, Gwendoline Christie, Liam Cunningham, Joe Dempsie, Nathalie Emmanuel, Jerome Flynn, Aiden Gillen, Conleth Hill, Kristofer Hivju, Rory McCann, Sophie Turner, Islanda Van Herpen, Maisie Williams, Isaac Hempstead Wright, Richard Dormer, Diana Rigg. Created by David Benoff and D.B. Weiss. This four disc DVD collection features eleven audio commentaries; "From imagination to reality: inside the art department"; "Fire and steel: creating the invasion of Westeros"; Languages: English, French, Latin Spanish, and Brazilian Portuguese; Subtitles: English, French, Latin Spanish, and Brazilian Portuguese. This collection includes a fifth disc – Disc 5.: Conquest & Rebellion: an animated history of the seven kingdoms.


[* Harold and Lillian: a Hollywood love story: (Blu-ray Disc) | 20382.ID | COLOR | 94 MIN | ZEITGEIST | 2015
Chronicles the lives and careers of Harold Michelson, a storyboard artist and production designer, and his wife Lillian, a film researcher, who eloped to Hollywood in 1947 and worked for six decades, their combined filmography totaling hundreds of movies for which their contributions went mostly uncredited. The films features interviews with Harold Michelson, Lillian Michelson, Mel Brooks, Francis Ford Coppola, Danny DeVito. Written and directed by Daniel Raim. This Blu-ray Disc version features deleted scenes; Lillians life lessons; Harold film school seminar: cameraman Peter Dinklage interview: "Storyboarding The graduate"; Booklet featuring original art and Filmmaker Magazine interview with director Daniel Raim; U.S. Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. This is a Blu-ray Disc and must be played using a Blu-ray Disc player.


[* Hopi: songs of the fourth world: (DVD) | 20409.ID | COLOR | 58 MIN | NEW DAY HI | 1983
An introduction to the deep spirituality which pervades the Hopi culture. A number of individuals - farmer, religious elder, grandmother - painter, poet and weaver discuss their commitment to preserving the Hopi way of life. They stress a philosophy of living in balance and harmony with nature, and integrating art and daily life. Directed by Pat Ferrero. This DVD version features English closed captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired.


[* Human flow: (DVD) | 20461.ID | COLOR | 140 MIN | ROCO FILMS | 2017
Captured over the course of an eventful year in 23 countries, the film follows a chain of urgent human stories that stretches across the globe in countries including Afghanistan, Bangladesh, France, Greece, Germany, Iraq, Israel, Italy, Kenya, Mexico, and Turkey. Over 65 million people around the world have been forced from their homes to escape famine, climate change, and war in the greatest human displacement since World War II.

Renowned artist Ai Weiwei's film is a witness to its subjects and their desperate search for safety, shelter and justice: from teeming refugee camps to perilous ocean crossings to barbed wire borders; from dislocation and disillusionment to courage, endurance and adaptation; from the haunting lure of lives left behind to the unknown potential of the future. A film by Ai Weiwei.

Documentary films–Germany; Documentary films – United States; Documentary films – China; Refugees; Migration; Refugee camps; Developing countries – Emigration and immigration.; Ai, Weiwei.

[* An inconvenient sequel: truth to power: (DVD) | 20462.ID | COLOR | 97 MIN | PARAMOUNT | 2017
A follow-up film to "An Inconvenient truth" which featured former Vice President Al Gore presenting the global dangers of climate change. Ten year later Gore presents evidence that the negative effects of global warming have increased since the release of the first. Directed by Bonni Cohen and Jon Shenk. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "Truth in ten - the facts about climate change"; Language: English, French, and Spanish; English audio description; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


[* Indivisible: (DVD) | 20379.ID | COLOR | 78 MIN | KUDZU FILM | 2016
Subtitled "Love knows no borders" this documentary film about the real people at the heart of the United States’ immigration debate. Renata, Evelyn, and Antonio were young children when their parents brought them to the U.S. in search of a better life; they were teenagers when their mothers, fathers, and siblings were deported. Today, they are known as Dreamers. Indivisible takes place at a pivotal moment in their lives, as they fight for a pathway to citizenship and a chance to be reunited with their loved ones. Frustrated with the stalled legislative process, the trio take matters into their own hands and petition for a special waiver that would allow them to leave the U.S. to visit their families—and legally return. With the future of U.S. immigration reform uncertain, the three do not know if their trips are a once in a lifetime experience, or the beginning of true family reunification. Directed by Hilary Linder. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; In English and Spanish, with English subtitles.


[* Ingrid goes west: (DVD) | 20379.ID | COLOR | 98 MIN | UNIVERSAL | 2017
Ingrid Thorburn is an unstable young woman with a checkered past of obsessive behavior. She secretly moves to Los Angeles to befriend Taylor Sloane, an Instagram "influencer. After Ingrid adopts a Taylor-made identity for herself, her attempts to prove she's BFF material are underway—that is, until she meets Taylor's obnoxious brother Nicky, who threatens to tear down her facade. A dark comedy that satirizes the modern world of social media. Cast includes Aubrey Plaza, Elizabeth Olsen, Billy Magnussen, Wyatt Russell, Pom Klementieff, O'Shea Jackson Jr. Written by David Branson Smith and Matt Spicer. Directed by Matt Spicer. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Directors commentary; Deleted scenes; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**Insecure**
*For descriptions see individual titles:
Insecure : the complete first season : (DVD)

**Insecure : the complete first season : (DVD)**

20431.ID
COLOR 226 MIN WARNER HOM 2016

Insecure Series - The first season of the HBO series Insecure. Best friends Issa and Molly navigate the tricky professional and personal terrain of Los Angeles while facing the challenges of being two black women who defy all stereotypes. Issa and Molly stumble their way toward pulling their lives together while trying their hardest to never settle for less. Cast includes Issa Rae, Yvonne Orji, Jay Ellis, Lisa Joyce. Created by Issa Rae and Larry Wilmore. Episodes in this collection include: Insecure as f**k – Messy as f**k – Racist as f**k – Thirty as f**k – Shady as f**k – Guilty as f**k – Real as f**k – Broken as f**k. This DVD version features two behind-the-scenes featurettes Insecure : in the room and On the Insecure set with Issa Rae; Conjugal visits an extended look at the insecure characters favorite reality show; Language: English, French, and Latin Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Latin Spanish, and Brazilian Portuguese.

Television programs – United States.; African American women – California; Los Angeles; Drama.; Female friendship – California; Drama.; Female friendship – California; Los Angeles; Drama.; African American women; African Americans in television; Los Angeles (Calif.); Social conditions – Drama; California; Los Angeles; Rae, Issa.

**Isadora**

20456.VH
COLOR 153 MIN MCA/UNIVER 1968

Biographical film about the tempestuous, scandalous and shocking life of the beautiful and talented American dancer, Isadora Duncan. Dedicating herself to the pursuit of art and beauty at the age of 12, Isadora lives a life of triumph and tragedy, including shocking love affairs, scandalous behavior, and dance performances that revolutionized the world of modern dance. Based on "My life" by Isadora Duncan. Cast includes Vanessa Redgrave, James Fox, Ivan Tchenko, Jason Robards. Adapted by Melvyn Bragg. Screenplay by Melvyn Bragg and Clive Exton. Directed by Karel Reisz.


**Je tu il elle : (DVD)**

20424.ID
B&W 86 MIN JANUS FILM 1975

Eclipse series 19 : Chantal Akerman in the seventies (Criterion collection) - An aimless young woman leaves self-imposed isolation to journey on a trip through France that ultimately leads her to lonely love affairs. Cast includes Claire Wauthion, Niels Arestrup, Julie (Chantal Akerman). Screenplay and directed by Chantal Akerman. In French, with English subtitles.

Feature films – France.; Young women – France – Drama.; Lesbians – Drama.; Alienation (Philosophy); Drama.; Isolation (Philosophy); Drama.; Homosexuality; France.; Akerman, Chantal.

**Je vous salue Marie : (Hail Mary) : (DVD-PAL)**

20401,ID
COLOR 107 MIN GAUMONT 1985

Serie Jean-Luc Godard fiction : (Jean-Luc Godard, real) - Mirroring the story of the Biblical Mary, a teenage virgin innocent becomes pregnant; the girl, her fiance, family, and friends struggle to cope. Cast includes Myriem Roussel, Thierry Rode, Philippe Lacoste, Manon Andersen, Malachai Jara Kohan, Juliette Binoche, Dick. Written and directed by Jean-Luc Godard. This DVD version features "Le livre de Marie" (1985, 27 min.); a film by Anne-Marie Mieville; "Scenario de je vous salue Marie" (1985, 21 min.); documentary written and directed by Jean-Luc Godard; JLG/MR; JLG/ADB; JLG/PR; Language: French.; Subtitles: English (feature), French, and French closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played using a Multi-region machine.

Feature films – France.; Feature films–Switzerland; Feature films – Great Britain; Teenage girls – France – Drama.; Virgin birth – Drama.; France.; Godard, Jean-Luc, 1930-.

**Jean-Luc Godard fiction : (Jean-Luc Gordard, real)**
*For descriptions see individual titles:
Bande a part : (Band of outsiders) : (DVD-PAL)
Conversation avec JLG : (Conversation with JLG) : (DVD-PAL)
Une femme mariee : (A married woman) : (DVD-PAL)
For ever Mozart : (66 personnages en quete d'histoire) : (DVD-PAL)
Je vous salue Marie : (Hail Mary) : (DVD-PAL)
JLG/JLG ; autoportrait de decembre : (DVD-PAL)
Sauve qui peut (la vie) : (Every man for himself) : (DVD)
Soigne ta droite : (Keep your right up) : (DVD-PAL)
Tout va bien : (Everything’s all right) : (DVD-PAL)
Week end : (DVD-PAL)

**JLG/JLG : autoportrait de decembre : (DVD-PAL)**

20404,ID
COLOR 54 MIN GAUMONT 1995

Serie Jean-Luc Godard fiction : (Jean-Luc Gordard, real) - A self-portrait by Jean-Luc Godard. He uses film clips and memories to discuss his films and career and the world in which he made his films. This DVD version features "La paresse" (13 min); "Le grand escroc" (24 min); "Anticipation" (20 min); "Lettre a Freddy Buache" (11 min); "Meetin' Woody Allen" (27 min); JLG/ADB; JLG/FB; Language: French; Subtitles: English (feature), French, and French closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played using a Multi-region machine.


**Les jours venus : (DVD-PAL)**

20411,ID
COLOR 88 MIN BLAQ OUT 2014

A man is reminded that he is now considered an old man. His days as a militant film director are in the past. His kids view his memories to discuss his films and career and the world in which he made his films. This DVD version features interview with the director (20 min.); "Le Pere Goupil" (1980, 16 min.); "Je sais pas, je sais pas" (1987, 13 min.); Language: French; French closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. This DVD is in the PAL/Region 2 format and must be played using a Multi-region player.


**Les jours venus : (DVD-PAL)**

20417,ID
COLOR 52 MIN FILMS FOR 1987 1987

Disappearing World Series - As Sri Lanka modernizes, the gods the people worship change. Some gods fade from glory, while others become more powerful. One ancient Hindu god, Kataragama, has had such a revival. Kataragama does not expect sacrifice in advance, but once the god grants a favor, he demands his due. This documentary follows the plight of one family when their son disappears. They ask Kataragama for help finding their boy, and when the boy returns they perform


The leftovers Series - A collection of episodes from the second season of the HBO series "The leftovers." The series is an adaptation of Tom Perrotta's novel about life in a small town after many of its residents vanished in a Rapture-like event. The third season, the Garvey and Murphy families come together as they desperately grasp for a system of belief to better explain what desperate grasp for a system of belief to better explain what something big about to happen, a corresponding bookend to the Sudden Departure that sent them all spinnings years earlier, bringing their journey Down Under. Cast includes Justin Theroux, Amy Brenneman, Christopher Eccleston, Liv Tyler, Chris Zylka, Margaret Qualley, Carrie Coon, Ann Dowd, Jovan Adepo, Kevin Carroll, Regina King, Lindsay Duncan. Created by Damon Lindelof and Tom Perrotta. Based on the novel by Tom Perrotta. Episodes included in this collection: Disc 1.: "The Book of Kevin" /; director /; Mimi Leder /; writers /; Damon Lindelof /&; Patrick Somerville – "Don't be ridiculous" /; director /; Keith Gordon /; writers /; Damon Lindelof /&; Tom Perrotta – "Crazy whitefella thinking" /; director /; Mimi Leder /; writers /; Damon Lindelof /&; Tom Spezialy /; Disc 2.: "G'day Melbourne" /; director /; Daniel Sackheim /; writers /; Tamara P. Carter /&; Haley Harris – "It's a Matt, Matt, Matt world" /; director /; Nicole Kassell – "The most powerful man in the world (and his twin brother)" /; director /; Craig Zobel /; writers /; Nick Cuse /&; Damon Lindelof – "The Book of Nora" /; director /; Mimi Leder /; writers /; Tom Perrotta /&; Damon Lindelof. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English and Portuguese /; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, Chinese, Thai, Portuguese, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


Lions love (...and lies) – (DVD)

COLOR 112 MIN JANUS FILM 1981

Eclipse series 43: Agnes Varda in California – Ragni, Rado and Viva play themselves, waiting for their big Hollywood break and casually dusting into a menage a trois. Filmmaker Agnes Varda captures the quirky, laid back lifestyle of 1960's Los Angeles as her characters contemplate metaphysics, the dangers of milk consumption, Hollywood sinks into the ocean. Cast includes Viva, Gerome Ragni, James Rado, Shirley Clarke. Written and directed by Agnes Varda. English language.

**Logan** : (DVD)

COLOR 20386.ID 137 MIN 20TH CENTURY 2017

A feature film following the story of Wolverine, a member of the X-Men. Logan is a mutant superhero who is known as Wolverine. In the near future, a weary Logan cares for an ailing Professor X in a hideout on the Mexican border. But Logan's attempts to hide from the world and his legacy are upended when a young mutant arrives, being pursued by dark forces.

Cast includes Hugh Jackman, Patrick Stewart, Boyd Holbrook, Stephen Merchant, Richard E. Grant, Eriq La Salle, Elise Neal, Elizabeth Rodriguez, Dafne Keen. Screenplay by Scott Frank, James Mangold, and Michael Green. Directed by James Mangold. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Theatrical version; Deleted scenes with optional audio commentary by director James Mangold; Audio commentary by James Mangold; Language: English, Spanish, and French; English descriptive audio; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**Lucky Louie** : (DVD)

COLOR 20433.ID 360 MIN WARNER HOME 2012

Louie, a part-time mechanic at a muffler shop, spends most of his time at home taking care of his four-year-old daughter, Lucy, while his wife, Kim, the real breadwinner, works as a full-time nurse. This untraditional arrangement can be difficult at times, as Louie is never content with the role of caregiver (despite having no skills or ambition to offer his family or society), and Kim can never quite let go of controlling, supervising and criticizing Louie's shoddy stay-at-home work. But they always stick it out in the end, because somewhere under all that muck they love each other ... plus, they have no choice. Cast includes Louis C.K., Pamela Adlon, Mike Hagerty, Laura Kightlinger. Created by Louis C.K.. This collection includes the episodes: Disc 1: Episode 1: Pilot / written by Louis C.K. ; directed by Gary Halvorson – Episode 2: Kim's O / written by Dan Mintz & Aaron Shure ; directed by Andrew D. Weyman – Episode 3: A mugging story / written by Patricia Breen ; directed by Andrew D. Weyman – Episode 4: Long weekend / written by Louis C.K. ; directed by Andrew D. Weyman – Episode 5: Control / written by Dino Stamatopoulos ; directed by Andrew D. Weyman – Episode 6: Flowers for Kim / written by Jon Ross ; directed by Andrew D. Weyman. Disc 2: Episode 7: Discipline / story by Pamela Adlon & Louis C.K. ; teleplay by Louis C.K. ; directed by Andrew D. Weyman – Episode 8: Get out / written by Mike Royce ; directed by Andrew D. Weyman – Episode 9: Drinking / written by Kit Boss ; directed by Andrew D. Weyman – Episode 10: Confession / written by Mary Fitzgerald & Aaron Shure ; directed by Andrew D. Weyman – Episode 11: Louie quits / written by Dan Mintz ; directed by Andrew D. Weyman – Episode 12: Kim moves out / written by Louis C.K. ; directed by Andrew D. Weyman. This two-disc DVD version features exclusive unaired episode 13 Glowntime is over; Four audio commentaries with optional audio commentary by director James Mangold; A behind-the-scenes look at the taping of the show including cast and crew interviews and backstage footage; Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**New Titles**

**Master of none**

For descriptions see individual titles:

Master of none : season one : (DVD)

COLOR 20432.ID 287 MIN UNIVERSAL 2015

Master of none Series - The complete first season of Netflix series 'Master of none.' The show is the creation of comedian Aziz Ansari and based on his comedic viewpoint. Ansari plays Dev, a 30-year-old actor in New York who has trouble deciding what he wants to eat, much less the pathway for the rest of his life. Ambitious, funny, cinematic, and personal, Dev's story takes him through subjects as diverse as the plight of the elderly, the immigrant experience, and how to find the most delicious pasta for dinner. Cast includes Aziz Ansari, Eric Wareheim, Noel Wells, Lena Waithe. Created by Aziz Ansari and Alan Yang. Episodes in this collection include: Disc 1.: Plan B – Parents – Hot ticket – Indians on TV – The other man; Disc 2.: Nashville – Ladies and gentlemen – Old people – Mornings – Finale. This two-disc DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Me, myself, and mum** : (Les garcons et Guillaume, a table!) : (DVD-PAL)

COLOR 20418.ID 83 MIN CINEFIL-E W 2013

Director Guillaume Gallienne plays himself from child to teenage man, charting an awkward path with a domineering mother (played by Gallienne in drag) who raised him to be gay before he had a chance to define his own sexuality. His earliest memory of his mother dates back from the age of four or five: she called his two brothers and his self to the table saying, 'Boys, Guillaume, dinner!' and the last time he spoke to her on the phone; she hung up saying, 'Take care, my big girl.' And, well, between these two memories there were quite a few misunderstandings. Cast includes Mathieu, Franoise, Fabian, Nanou Garcia, Diane Kruger, Reda Kateb. Screenplay by Guillaume Gallienne with the artistic collaboration of Claude Mathieu and Nicolas Vassiliev with the exceptional participation of Diane Kruger. Written, performed, and directed by Guillaume Gallienne. This DVD version features trailer; Language: French; Subtitles: English and French.. This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played using a Multi-region machine.

Feature films – France.; Gender identity – Drama.; Mothers and sons – Drama.; Gallienne, Guillaume, 1972-.

**Man of la Mancha** : (DVD)

COLOR 20434.ID 129 MIN MGM HOME E 1972

Jailed during the Spanish Inquisition for offending the church, author Miguel de Cervantes is forced to act out one of his manuscripts for the entertainment of fellow inmates. Cervantes delivers a rapturous performance as the legendary Don Quixote, the chivalrous knight whose choice to see life as it should be, not as it is, takes him into battles with an imaginary foe and into romance with the beautiful Dulcinea. Based on the musical play "Man of La Mancha" written by Dale Wasserman, which was loosely based on the novel "Don Quixote" by Miguel de Cervantes. Cast includes Peter O'Toole, Sophia Loren, James Coco, Harry Andrews, John Castle, Brian Blessed, Ian Richardson, Julie Greg, Rosalie Crutchley, Gino Conforti, Marne Maitland. Screenplay by Dale Wasserman. Directed by Arthur Hiller. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Photo montage with overture music; Original theatrical trailer; Language: English and Spanish; Subtitles: English, French, Spanish, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Merchants of doubt** : (Blu-ray Disc)

COLOR 20442.ID 93 MIN SONY PICTU 2014

An illuminating exploration into the heart of conjuring American media/scientific spin. The film follows several for-hire "scientific experts" that are regularly featured in the media speaking about threats to the public from various environmental and man-made
events. Exposing the secretive group of charismatic, silver-tongued pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities. They strive to spread maximum confusion about well-studied public threats ranging from toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change. Directed by Robert Kenner.

This Blu-ray Disc version features deleted scenes; An evening at one of the poorest and populous countries, the Philippines, taking us into the heart of the planet’s busiest maternity hospital COLOR 94 MIN FILM RISE 2017

Essay by critic Kevin Jackson, a piece on the film’s censorship in Mishima 55-minute BBC documentary; Booklet featuring a new Mishima talking about writing; The Strange case of Yukio screenwriter Chieko Schrader; Video interview excerpt featuring John Nathan and friend Donald Richie; Audio interview with co-writer Chieko Schrader.

The film’s visual style shifts between a 1970 he committed ritual suicide. The film depicts the life of this most paradoxical of men. The film’s visual style shifts between a documentary-like recreation of Mishima’s last day, black and white film backdrops of his early years and intoxicatingly colorful episodes from three of his novels. Cast includes Ken Ogata, Kenji Sawada, Yasosuke Bando, Toshiyuki Nagashima. Written by Paul Schrader and Leonard Schrader. Directed by Paul Schrader. This two-disc Criterion collection DVD version features new audio commentary featuring Paul Schrader and director Alain Paul; Optional English and Japanese voice-over narrations by Roy Scheider (English) and Ken Ogata (Japanese); Theatrical trailer; Video interview with Bailey, producers Tom Luddy and Maticaichyo Yamamoto, composer Philip Glass, and production designer Elko Ishioka; Video interviews with Mishima biographer John Nathan and author Donald Richie; Audio interview with co-screenwriter Chieko Schrader; Video interview excerpt featuring Mishima talking about writing; The Strange case of Yukio Mishima 55-minute BBC documentary; Booklet featuring a new essay by critic Kevin Jackson, a piece on the films censorship in Japan, and photographs of Ishiokas set; Language: Japanese, optional English and Japanese narration; Subtitles: English.


**Merchants of doubt : (DVD) 20443.ID**

COLOR 93 MIN SONY PICTU 2014

An illuminating exploration into the heart of conjuring American media/scientific spin. The film follows several for-hire “scientific experts” that are regularly featured in the media speaking about threats to the public from various environmental and man-made events. Exposing the secretive group of charismatic, silver-tongued pundits-for-hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities. They strive to spread maximum confusion about well-studied public threats ranging form toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change. Directed by Robert Kenner. This DVD version features deleted scenes; An evening at the Toronto International Film Festival with Robert Kenner; Commentary with director Robert Kenner; Language: English; English audio description; Subtitles: English, Chinese traditional, Chinese simplified, French, Indonesian/Bahasa, Korean, Portuguese, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**Mishima : a life in four chapters : (DVD) 20449.ID**

120 MIN ANANUS FILM 1985

The Criterion Collection Series - Yukio Mishima was one of Japan’s finest postwar authors, a tortured modern man struggling for his future in his homeland’s imperial past. After an abortive attempt to overthrow the Japanese government on November 25, 1970 he committed ritual suicide. The film depicts the life of this most paradoxical of men. The film’s visual style shifts between a documentary-like recreation of Mishima’s last day, black and white film backdrops of his early years and intoxicatingly colorful episodes from three of his novels. Cast includes Ken Ogata, Kenji Sawada, Yasosuke Bando, Toshiyuki Nagashima. Written by Paul Schrader and Leonard Schrader. Directed by Paul Schrader. This two-disc Criterion collection DVD version features new audio commentary featuring Paul Schrader and director Alain Paul; Optional English and Japanese voice-over narrations by Roy Scheider (English) and Ken Ogata (Japanese); Theatrical trailer; Video interview with Bailey, producers Tom Luddy and Maticaichyo Yamamoto, composer Philip Glass, and production designer Elko Ishioka; Video interviews with Mishima biographer John Nathan and author Donald Richie; Audio interview with co-screenwriter Chieko Schrader; Video interview excerpt featuring Mishima talking about writing; The Strange case of Yukio Mishima 55-minute BBC documentary; Booklet featuring a new essay by critic Kevin Jackson, a piece on the films censorship in Japan, and photographs of Ishiokas set; Language: Japanese, optional English and Japanese narration; Subtitles: English.


**New Titles**

**Les nuits fauves : (DVD-PAL) 20406.ID**

COLOR 121 MIN BANIFILM T 1992

Adapted from the director/star’s semi-autobiographical novel, this film portrays the reckless bisexual lifestyle of a young man Jean (played by Cyril Collard) living under the threat of AIDS, Collard dies of AIDS four days before the film won four Cesar Awards. Based on Cyril Collard’s novel published in 1989. Cast includes Cyril Collard, Romane Bohringer, Carlos Lopez, Maria Schneider, Corine Blue. Written and directed by Cyril Collard. In French, with no English subtitles. This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played using a Multi-region player.


**O ornitologo : (The ornithologist) : (DVD) 20390.ID**

COLOR 118 MIN STRAND REL 2016

In northern Portugal, solitary ornithologist Fernando embarks on a search for an elusive species of stork but is quickly swept away by raging rapids. Rescued by a pair of Chinese pilgrims on their way to Santiago de Compostela, Fernando ends up lunging headlong into an eerie and dark forest where he encounters unexpected people and obstacles that will transform him. Cast includes Paul Ha, Xleo Sagial, Joao Pedro Rodrigues, Han Wen, Chn Suan, Juliane Etting. Written and Directed by Joao Pedro Rodrigues. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Original theatrical trailer; Other Strand Releasing trailers; Languages: In Portuguese with Portuguese, Mandarin, and English, with English subtitles.


**The other side of hope : (Toivoon tuulla puolen) : (DVD-PAL) 20464.ID**

COLOR 96 MIN CURZON FIL 2016

Curzon Artificial Eye Series - A young man leaves Syria and travels to Helsinki, Finland to seek asylum. Finlands capital city is no help to survive his new city. Cast includes Sherwan Haji, Sakari Kuosmanen, Kaaja Pakarinen, Niroz Haji, Janne Hyytäinen, Ilkka Koivula, Nuppoo Koivu, Simon Hussein Al-Bazoon. Screenplay and directed by Aki Kaurismäki. This DVD version features music videos; Trailer; In English and Finnish, Arabic, and Swedish, with English subtitles. This DVD is in the PAL/Region2 format and must be played using a Multi-region machine.

Feature films – Finland; Feature films–Germany; Political refugees – Finland – Drama.; Civil War (Syria : 2011-); Syria – History – Civil War, 2011- – Drama.; Finland.; Syria.; Kaurismäki, Aki, 1957-.

**Pachuco boogie : Historic Mexican American music - Volume 10 : (Audio CD) 20465.ID**

59 MIN ARHOOLIE R 2002

A collection of original recordings of hip-swinging Latin music from the southwest of the 1940s. During and after World War II a new sound and a new look in Chicano culture evolved in Los Angeles characterized by hard-driving dance music with R&B and Mambo roots and zoot suits. Featuring two of the pioneers.
of this cultural phenomenon Don Tosti and Lalo Guerrero. With roots in Latin and Mexican music as well as in big band jazz R&B and the Boogie Woogie craze. Tracks include: Pachuco boogie (1st recording) (3:11); Guisa gacha (2:31); Wine-o-boogie (2:58); El trillito (2:34); D. Don Tosti (Don Tosti's Pachuco Boogie Boys) - Pachuco mambo / DAR (Los Chucos) (2:43) - Los chucos / R. Rodriguez, A. Carranza (Las Hermanas Mendoza) (2:48) - El chucero y la pachuca / Miguel Salas (Dueto Taxco con Mariachi Caporales del Norte) (2:37) - Solido Joaquin / DAR (Dacita & her orquesta) (2:40) - Frijole boogie / Jorge Cordoba (Jorge Cordoba) (3:03) - Muy sabrosos blues (3:00) - Los chucos suaves (3:06) / Lalo Guerrero (Lalo Guerrero y sus Cinco Lobos) - Chicas patas boogie / Lalo Guerrero (Lalo Guerrero y su orquesta) (2:50) - Buena vista swing / Leandro Guerrero (Conjunto Alamo) (2:15) - El pachuco alegre / DAR (Los Hermanos Yanez y Pedro Ayala) (2:37) - Las pachuquitas / Alex Garcia (Conjunto San Antonio Alegre) (2:06) - Mi dolorito / Raul Zapata Ferrer (Conjunto San Antonio Alegre) (2:04) - Guisa quina / Don Tosti (Don Tosti y su trio) (2:57) - Pachuco boogie (2nd recording) / Don Tosti (Don Tosti's Pachuco Boogie Boys) (2:32) - Los blues / Don Tosti (Don Tosti y su trio) (3:01) - Mambo del pachuco / Don Tosti (Don Tosti y su conjunto) (2:55) - Chicano boogie / Don Tosti (Don Tosti's Quartet) (2:43).


*Package number 0763*

**P0763,ID**

COLOR 145 MIN OSTERREICH

A 2-disc collection of two films by James Benning - "American dreams (lost and found)" and "Landscape suicide." The DVD is in the PAL format and must be played using a Multi-Region machine.

*Package number 0764*

**P0764,ID**

137 MIN 20TH CENTURY

Blu-ray Disc version of "Logan" features two discs, one with color theatrical version and one with "Logan noir" the film in black and white.

*Package number 0765*

**P0765,ID**

112 MIN OSCILLOSCOPE

A DVD version of the feature length documentary film "A film unfinished" which includes the Billy Wilder directed short film "Death Mills."

*Package number 0766*

**P0766,ID**

COLOR POTEMKINS

Les films autobiographiques de Dominique Cabrera – "Grandir (O heureux jours!)" and "Demain et encore demain" this two-disc collection in the PAL format and must be played using a Multi-Region player.

*Package number 0767*

**P0767,ID**

COLOR 147 MIN JANUS FILM

Criterion Collection Eclipse Series 43 : Agnes Varda in California "Mur murs" and "Documenteur."

*Package number 0768*

**P0768,ID**

COLOR 47 MIN JANUS FILM

Criterion Collection Eclipse series 43 : Agnes Varda in California "Uncle Yanco" and "Black panthers."

*Package number 0769*

**P0769,ID**

COLOR 159 MIN JANUS FILM


*Package number 0770*

**P0770,ID**

COLOR 151 MIN ICARUS FIL

Two films by Huang Weikai "Disorder" and "Floating."

*Picket Klunchun and myself : (DVD)*

**20458,ID**

COLOR 100 MIN R.B. JEROM 2011


Modern dance; Choreography; Dance; Dancers – Thailand – Interviews.; Choreographers – France – Interviews.; Klunchun, Picket.; Bel, Jerome.

*Portrait of Teresa : (Retrato de Teresa) : (DVD)*

**20455,ID**

COLOR 103 MIN VIDEO ICAI 1979

Colecion cine Cubano Series - Teresa, a housewife and mother who works in a textile factory, incurs the displeasure of her husband when she becomes involved in political and cultural activities. A vivid portrait of the stubborn survival of machismo and sexism in post-revolutionary Cuban society. Cast includes Daisy Granados, Adolfo Laurado, Aina Sánchez, Raúl Pomares, Yolanda Ruiz, Alberto Molina. Directed by Pastor Vega. In Spanish, with optional English subtitles.

Feature films–Cuba; Women – Social conditions – Drama.; Women – Cuba – Social conditions – Drama.; Sex roles – Cuba – Drama.; Husband and wife – Cuba – Drama.; Vega, Pastor, 1940-.

*The prisoner*

For descriptions see individual titles: The prisoner : (DVD-PAL)

*The prisoner : (DVD-PAL)*

**20453,ID**

COLOR 850 MIN ITV STUDIO 1967

The prisoner Series - After resigning from a top-secret position, a man is abducted from his London home and kept prisoner in a mysterious place known only as The Village. Residents of The Village, known only by numbers, are held captive on account of their valuable knowledge. The prisoner--Number Six--must protect his mind in order to preserve his humanity while he struggles to discover the identity of Number One and achieve freedom by escaping from the repressive grasp of his captors. Cast includes Patrick McGoohan, Angelo Muscat. This six-disc collection includes the episodes: Disc 1. Arrival – The chimes of Big Ben – A, B & C; Disc 2. Free for all – The schizoid man – The general; Disc 3. Many happy returns – Dance of the dead Checkmate; Disc 4. Hammer into anvil – It’s your funeral – A change of mind; Disc 5. Do not forsake me oh my darling – Living in harmony – The girl who was death; Disc 6. Once upon a time – Fall out. This six DVD version features production crew audio commentaries on seven episodes; Episodic trailers; Image galleries with music suites; Production paperworks PDF’s; Commercial break bumpers; Archive textless material, including the title sequence with clean themes by Ron Grainer, Wilfred Josephs and Robert Farnon; Behind-the-scenes footage including much previously unseen; Language: English. This DVD version is in the PAL/Region 2 format and must be played using a Multi-Region machine.

**La pudeur ou l’impudeur : (DVD-PAL)**

**20420.ID**

COLOR 58 MIN BOHL EDITI 2009

Collection auteurs Series - At the request of French television, the writer-photographer Herve Guibert filmed this video self-portrait chronicling the grim impact of AIDS on his life. With a dispassionate eye, he captures the decay of his body with the bodily disintegration of old age. A film proposed by Pascale Breugnot and Herve Guibert. A film directed and perfomed by Herve Guibert. This DVD version features the short film "Le sexe homicide" (Apostrophes, No. 710) [an episode from the French television program, broadcast March 16, 1990; ca. 10 min. directed by Jean Casanave]; Ex-Libris, No. 84, Une emission de Patrick Poivre d'Arvor [interview with Herve Guibert originally broadcast March 2, 1991; ca. 20 min. direction, Mathias Ledoux; TF1]; Photos d'Herve Guibert (commentees par Christophe Donner) [photo gallery w/ commentary, ca. 4 min.]. Language: French. This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played using a Multi-region player.


**Les Rendez-vous D’anna : (DVD)**

**20428.ID**

COLOR 126 MIN JANUS FILM 1978

Eclipse series 19 : Chantal Akerman in the seventies (Criterion collection) - An accomplished filmmaker makes her way through a series of European cities to promote her latest movie. Cast includes Aurore Clement, Helmut Grem, Magali Noel, Hans Zischler, Lea Massari, Jean-Pierre Cassel. Screenplay and directed by Chantal Akerman. This Criterion collection DVD version features widescreen presentation; In French with English subtitles. Feature films – France.; Feature films–Belgium; Feature films – Germany (West); Experimental films.; Women motion picture producers and directors – Belgium – Drama.; Motion picture producers and directors – Belgium – Drama.; Social isolation – Drama.; Social distance – Drama.; Alienation (Social psychology) – Drama.; Loneliness – Drama.; Belgium.; France., Akerman, Chantal

**Sardari begum : (DVD)**

**20430.ID**

COLOR 107 MIN EROS INTER 1996

In the old city of Delhi a retired thumris singer and courtesan is killed during a neighborhood riot. Her funeral becomes a media event due to the tension surrounding upcoming local elections. A reporter sent to cover the funeral discovers that the singer was her aunt and delves into her life story. Cast includes Amrish Puri, Kron Kher, Rajit Kapoor, Smriti Mishra, Rajeswari. Written by Khalid Mohamed. Directed by Shyam Benegal. This DVD version features scene selection; Song selection; In Hindi, with English subtitles. Feature films – India.; Musical films – India.; Women singers – India – Drama.; India; Benegal, Shyam, 1934-.

**Sauve qui peut (la vie) : (Every man for himself) : (DVD)**

**20400.ID**

COLOR 88 MIN GAUMONT 1980

Serie Jean-Luc Godard fiction : (Jean-Luc Gordard, real) - This film looks at the sexual and professional lives of three people: a television producer, his ex-girlfriend, and a prostitute, to create a meditative story about work, relationships, and the notion of freedom. Cast includes Isabelle Huppert, Jacques Dutronc, Nathalie Baye, Roland Amstutz, Anna Baldaccini, Fred Personne, Nicole Jacquet, Dore de Rosa, Monique Barsca, Cecile Tanner, Roger Jendly, Michel Cassagne, Paule Muret, Catherine Freiburgus, Edmond Vuilloud, Bernard Cassazus, Eric Desflisses, Irene Floersheim, Nicole Wicht, Claude Champion, Gerard Dalle, Anna Boghos, Michel Galabru, Pauline Lafont, Les Rita Mitsouko. Written and directed by Jean-Luc Godard. This DVD version features scene selection; "Scenario de sauve qui peut (la vie)" (1979. 21 min.) documentary by Jean-Luc Godard; JLG/AD; JLG/NB; JLG/RB; JLG/GY; JLG/IH; Language: French; Subtitles: English (feature), French, and French closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played using a Multi-region machine.

**School of rock : (DVD)**

**20463,ID**

COLOR 109 MIN PARAMOUNT 2003

When his band votes him out due to his embarrassing musical antics, Dewey has to make the rent somehow. After intercepting a call for his substitute-teacher roommate Ned, Dewey finds himself in front of a class of elite elementary school students. Dewey decides to take on the music program and makes it his goal to teach them the gospel of rock and roll. His ulterior motive is to get them to compete against his former band for a cash prize. Cast includes Jack Black, Joan Cusack, Mike White, Sarah Silverman, Lee Wilkof, Kate McGregor-Stewart, Adam Pascal, Suzanna Douglas, Jody Gaydos, Jr., Miranda Cosgrove, Kevin Clark, Robert Tsai, Maryam Hassan, Rebecca Brown, Caitlin Hale, Aleisha Allen. Written by Mike White. Directed by Richard Linklater. This DVD version features full screen presentation; Commentary by actor Jack Black and director Richard Linklater.; "Kids commentary"; Lessons learned in "School of rock".; Jack Black's pitch to Led Zeppelin.; "School of rock" music video; Kids video diary: Toronto Film Festival; MTVs diary of Jack Black; Dewey Finn's history of rock – interactive feature; Original theatrical web site archive; Theatrical trailer; Language: English and French; Subtitles: English and French closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**Seoul station : (DVD)**

**20392,ID**

COLOR 92 MIN FILM RISE 2016

The animated prequel to the live action film "Train to Busan." The story follows a man sleeping in a train station who becomes a catalyst for the pandemonium in downtown Seoul: a zombie apocalypse. The rapidly-spreading infection propels an authentic family drama, drawing mordant parallels to real-world social horrors. Cast includes Ryu Seung-Ryong, Shim Eun-Kyung, Lee Joon. Screenplay and directed by Yeon Sang-Ho. In Korean, with English subtitles.

Feature films – Korea (South); Animated films – Korea (South); Animation; Zombie films.; Railroad travel – Korea (South); Drama.; Virus diseases – Drama.; Zombies – Drama.; Zombies – Korea (South); Drama.; Korea (South); Yon, Sang-ho.

**Soigne ta drole : (Keep your right up) : (DVD-PAL)**

**20402.ID**

COLOR 82 MIN GAUMONT 1987

Serie Jean-Luc Godard fiction : (Jean-Luc Gordard, real) - "The Idiot" (also known as "The Prince") has been guaranteed financing for a film, but only if he can deliver it within 24 hours. He encounters all sorts of hilarious problems as he attempts to do so. Meanwhile, a pop group works on a new album. Cast includes Jean-Luc Godard, Jane Birkin, Fred Chichin, Michel Galabru, Pauline Lafont, Les Rita Mitsouko. Written and directed by Jean-Luc Godard. This DVD version features JLG/SG; JLG/PJ; JLG/ADB; JLG/JCC; Bande-annonce; Language: French; Subtitles: English (feature), French, and French closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played using a Multi-region machine.

Feature films – France.; Feature films–Switzerland; Motion pictures – Production and direction – Drama.; Motion picture industry – Finance – Drama.; Motion picture producers and directors – Drama.; Godard, Jean-Luc, 1930-.
**Spirited away**  
**Blu-ray Disc**  
20384.ID  
**COLOR** 125 MIN  
**SHOUT FACT** 2001  
**1941-**  
**New Titles**  
An animated feature film from Japan, which features the English language version and the original Japanese language track. The epic adventure of a young girl, Chihiro, trapped in a strange new world of spirits. When her parents are transformed into spirits she must call upon the courage she never knew she had to free herself and return her family to the outside world. Original story, screenplay and directed by Hayao Miyazaki. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Feature length storyboards; Behind the microphone; Theatrical trailers; TV spots; Language: English, Japanese, and French; Subtitles: English, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. This Blu-ray Disc version must be played using a Blu-ray Disc machine.

**Feature films–Japan; Animated films–Japan; Animation; Spirits – Drama.; Parents and child – Drama.; Spirits – Juvenile films.; Parents and child – Juvenile films.; Miyazaki, Hayao, 1941-**

**Spirited away**  
**DVD**  
20383.ID  
**COLOR** 125 MIN  
**SHOUT FACT** 2001  
**1941-**  
**New Titles**  
An animated feature film from Japan, which features the English language version and the original Japanese language track. The epic adventure of a young girl, Chihiro, trapped in a strange new world of spirits. When her parents are transformed into spirits she must call upon the courage she never knew she had to free herself and return her family to the outside world. Original story, screenplay and directed by Hayao Miyazaki. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Feature length storyboards; Behind the microphone; Nippon Television special; Theatrical trailers; TV spots; Language: English, Japanese, and French; Subtitles: English, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**Feature films–Japan; Animated films–Japan; Animation; Spirits – Drama.; Parents and child – Drama.; Spirits – Juvenile films.; Parents and child – Juvenile films.; Miyazaki, Hayao, 1941-**

**Spring breakers**  
**(breakers)**  
20421.ID  
**COLOR** 94 MIN  
**LIONSGATE** 2013  
**New Titles**  
Four college age friends decide to fund their spring break vacation by robbing a fast-food restaurant. With the robbery money, a stolen car, and their bikinis they head for fun in the sun in Florida. They get arrested and bailed out by a notorious rapper/drug dealer/arms dealer and thats when their spring break gets really wild. Cast includes James Franco, Selena Gomez, Vanessa Hudgens, Rachel Korine, Ashley Benson, Kitana Kiki Rodriguez, Mya Taylor, Karren Karagulian, Mickey O'Hagan, James Ransone, Alia Tumanian. Written by Sean Baker and Chris Bergoch. Directed by Sean Baker. This DVD version features catching up with Kiki and Mya: experiences, characters, and the big screen; Walking the streets: exploring the story and production; Finding the actors: completing the cast of "Tangerine"; "Tangerine" visual style test; Theatrical trailer; Language: English; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.


**This changes everything**  
**(DVD)**  
20438.ID  
**COLOR** 90 MIN  
**ROCO FILMS** 2015  
**New Titles**  
An epic attempt to re-imagine the vast challenge of climate change. Inspired by Naomi Klein's "This Changes Everything," filmed over 211 shoot days in nine countries and five continents over four years, the film presents seven powerful portraits of communities on the front lines, from Montana's Powder River Basin to the Alberta Tar Sands, from the coast of South India to Beijing and beyond. Throughout this exploration of the greatest challenge of our time, the film builds on Kleins most controversial and exciting idea – seize the existential crisis of climate change to transform our failed economic system into something radically better. Narrated and inspired by the book by Naomi Klein. Directed by Avi Lewis. This DVD version is the educational edition.


**Tout va bien**  
**(Everything's all right)**  
**(DVD-PAL)**  
20399.ID  
**COLOR** 96 MIN  
**GAUMONT** 1972  
**New Titles**  
Serie Jean-Luc Godard fiction : (Jean-Luc Godard, real) - An American broadcaster and a former film director go to a factory to interview the manager about modern managerial methods and find it occupied by the workers. The film examines the position of 3 major social forces in French society and their contradictions between them: the bourgeoisie, the working class and intellectuals. The basic concern is the part an intellectual can play in revolutionary movement of the working class. Cast includes Yves Montand, Jane Fonda, Vittorio Caprioli. Written and directed by Jean-Luc Godard and Jean-Pierre Gorin. This DVD version features scene selection; "Letter to Jane" (1978, 50 min); those closest to him; the subtle but telling influence on his marriage and tension within his community can’t compare with Curtis’s privately held fear of what his dreams may truly signify. Cast includes Michael Shannon, Jessica Chastain, Shia LaBeouf, Kate Mckinnon, LisaGay Hamilton, Robert Longstreet, Lizzy Caplan, Tavi Gevinson. Written and directed by Jeff Nichols. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Commentary with Jeff Nichols and Michael Shannon; Behind the scenes of "Take shelter"; O&A with Michael Shannon and Shea Whigham; Language: English; Subtitles: English, French, and English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

**Feature films – United States.; Thrillers (Motion pictures, television, etc.); Paranoid schizophrenia – Drama.; Visions – Drama.; Storms – Drama.; Ohio.; Nichols, Jeff: 1978-;**
Train to Busan : (Pusan haeng) : (DVD)
20391, ID
COLOR 118 MIN WELL GO US 2016
While a zombie-virus breaks out in South Korea, a couple of passengers struggle to survive on the train from Seoul to Busan. Cast includes Kong Yu, Chong Yu-mi, Ma Tong-sok, Kim Su-an, Kim Ui-song, Chi-ye U-sik, An So-hui. Written by Park Joo-suk. Directed by Yeon Sang-Ho. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Behind the scenes; “That’s a wrap”; Trailer; Languages: Korean and English; Subtitles English.
Feature films – Korea (South); Zombie films: Railroad travel – Korea (South) – Drama.; Virus diseases – Drama.; Zombies – Drama.; Korea (South); Yon, Sang-ho.

Unfriended : (Blu-ray Disc)
20376, ID
COLOR 83 MIN UNIVERSAL 2014
A group of online chat room friends find themselves haunted by a mysterious, supernatural force using the account of their dead friend. A prank, starts a sequence of events and a shaming video of a vicious bully which results in the girl killing herself. An unseen figure seeks vengeance on the group of friends who thought there would be no consequences to their actions. Cast includes Shelley Hennig, Moses Storm, Renee Olstead, Will Peltz, Jacob Wysocki, Courtney Halverson, Heather Sossaman. Written by Nelson Greaves. Directed by Leo Gabriadze. This Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.
Feature films – United States.; Horror films.; Online chat groups – Drama.; Supernatural – Drama.; Gabriadze, Timur, 1961-.

Unfriended : (DVD)
20375, ID
COLOR 83 MIN UNIVERSAL 2014
A group of online chat room friends find themselves haunted by a mysterious, supernatural force using the account of their dead friend. A prank, starts a sequence of events and a shaming video of a vicious bully which results in the girl killing herself. An unseen figure seeks vengeance on the group of friends who thought there would be no consequences to their actions. Cast includes Shelley Hennig, Moses Storm, Renee Olstead, Will Peltz, Jacob Wysocki, Courtney Halverson, Heather Sossaman. Written by Nelson Greaves. Directed by Leo Gabriadze. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; Language: English; Subtitles: English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.
Feature films – United States.; Horror films.; Online chat groups – Drama.; Supernatural – Drama.; Gabriadze, Timur, 1961-.

Unlisted : a story of schizophrenia : (DVD)
20423, ID
COLOR 57 MIN UNLISTEDDFI 2009
A first person account of Delaney Ruston’s troubled relationship with her father who suffers from Paranoid schizophrenia. After a 10 year separation, she reconnects with her father and her experiences highlights the effects of mental illness on families, and the urgent need for a better mental health care system in America. Narrated, written, and directed by Delaney Ruston.

Waking the green tiger : (DVD)
20454, ID
COLOR 78 MIN THE VIDEO 2011
Seen through the eyes of activists, farmers, and journalists Waking the Green Tiger follows an extraordinary campaign to stop a huge dam project on the upper Yangtze river in southwestern China. Featuring astonishing archival footage never seen outside China, and interviews with a government insider and witnesses, the documentary also examines Chairman Mao’s campaigns to conquer nature in the name of progress. An environmental movement takes root when a new environmental law is passed and for the first time in China’s history, ordinary citizens have the democratic right to speak out and take part in government decisions. Activists test their freedom to challenge a dam. The movement they triggered could transform China. Farmers from Xiaoshaba village along the Nu River Valley travel to villages along the Mekong River, which has already been flooded from the Manwan Dam. When they witness the poverty resulting from relocation, the farmers of the Nu River Valley realize they must protest the building of the dams on the Nu River. In the village of Yunnan Sheng village – citizen protest the building of the dam at Tiger Leaping Gorge, the largest proposed dam of the project. Inspired by “Mao’s war against nature” by Judith Shapiro. Written and directed by Gary Marcuse. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; English language version; Chinese (Mandarin) version.

The wonderful horrible life of Leni Riefenstahl : (DVD)
20429, ID
188 MIN KINO VIDEO 1993
Hailed as the most famous female director of all time, Leni Riefenstahl discusses her controversial life on camera for the first time. A dancer and daredevil movie star, Riefenstahl used the knowledge she gained working for famous German directors to go on and direct her own features. She was enlisted by Adolph Hitler to direct a documentary on the Third Reich and she produced what is hailed as the most effective propaganda film ever made, “Triumph of the Will.” Her life was forever changed by her association with Hitler. She was ostracized by the international film community after the fall of Nazi Germany. Riefenstahl is interviewed at 91 years old in the various settings in which she created and continues to create her art. Besides her notorious German films, her work in Africa, which has been both praised and attacked is also covered. The director is shown scuba diving which is her current passion and subject of her film making. Footage from the films “The Blue Light.” “Tiefland.” “Triumph of the Will.” and “Olympia” are featured prominently. Written and directed by Ray Muller. The film is in two parts, Part 1: 96 minutes and Part 2: 92 minutes. In German and English, with English subtitles.

Week end : (DVD-PAL)
20398, ID
COLOR 104 MIN GAUMONT 1967
Jean-Luc Gondard fiction : (Jean-Luc Gondard, real) - Directed to collect an inheritance from a relative, a bourgeois couple travel across the French countryside while civilization crashes and burns around them. Featuring a justly famous centerpiece sequence in which the camera tracks along a seemingly endless traffic jam, and rich with historical and literary references, is a surreally funny and disturbing call for renewal. A depiction of modernity’s decay, and, according to the credits, the end of cinema itself. Cast includes Mireille Darc, Jean Yanne and Jean-Pierre Karton. Directed by Jean-Luc Gondard. This DVD version features scene selection; JLG/CM; JLG/ADB; JLG/PL; Language: French; Subtitles: English (feature), French, and French closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired. Feature films – France.; Automobile travel – France.; Drama.; Guerrilla warfare – France – Drama.; Traffic congestion – France – Drama.; Married people – Drama.; Inheritance and succession – France – Drama.; Godard, Jean-Luc, 1930-.
Yukoku: (Patriotism, or the rite of love and death) (DVD)  
20450,1D  
B&W  27 MIN  CRITERION  1966

The Criterion Collection Series - Austere, elegant, and fiercely sincere. Cast includes Mishima Yukio, Tsuruoka Yoshiko. Written and directed by Yukio Mishima. This Criterion collection DVD version features both the Japanese version (27 min.) and the English version (29 min.); 49-minute audio recording of Yukio Mishima at The Foreign Correspondents Club of Japan; 50-minute making-of documentary, featuring crew from the films production; Interview excerpts featuring Mishima discussing World War II and death; Booklet featuring a new essay by renowned critic and historian Tony Rayns, Mishima’s extensive notes on the films production, and Mishima’s original short story; Language: Japanese and English intertitles.

The X-files: the complete fifth season: (Blu-ray Disc)  
20422,1D  
COLOR  908 MIN  20TH CENTURY  1998

The X-files Series - The fifth season of the television program "The X-files." Two F.B.I. agents work together to solve case files labeled as X-Files, unsolved and often unexplainable cases. Agent Fox Mulder is a true believer in paranormal and unexplained phenomena, his partner Scully believes in science and more earthbound explanations. She has been assigned by the Bureau to keep tabs on the maverick agent Mulder. Together they encounter events and forces neither could have imagined. Cast includes David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson. Created by Chris Carter. This collection of episodes includes:

Disc 1: Redux / written by Chris Carter; directed by R.W. Goodwin – Redux II / written by Chris Carter; directed by Kim Manners – Unusual suspects / written by Vince Gilligan; directed by Kim Manners – Detour / written by Frank Spotnitz; directed by Brett Doliver; Disc 2: The post-modern Prometheus / written by Chris Carter; directed by Chris Carter – Christmas Carol / written by Vince Gilligan, John Shiban & Frank Spotnitz; directed by Peter Markle – Emily / written by Vince Gilligan, John Shiban & Frank Spotnitz; directed by Kim Manners; Disc 3: Kitsunegari / written by Vince Gilligan & Tim Minear; directed by Dan Sackheim. – Schizogeny / written by Jessica Scott & Mike Wollager; directed by Ralph Hemecker – Chinga / written by Stephen King & Chris Carter; directed by Kim Manners – Kill Switch / written by William Gibson & Tom Maddox; directed by Rob Bowman; Disc 4: Bad blood / written by Vince Gilligan; directed by Cliff Bole. – Patient X / written by Chris Carter & Frank Spotnitz; directed by Kim Manners – The red and the black / written by Chris Carter & Frank Spotnitz; directed by Chris Carter; Disc 5: Travelers / written by John Shiban & Frank Spotnitz; directed by Billy Graham – Mind's eye / written by Tim Minear; directed by Kim Manners. – All souls / teleplay by Frank Spotnitz & John Shiban / story by Billy Brown & Dan Angel / directed by Allen Coulter; Disc 6: The Pine Bluff variant / written by John Shiban; directed by Rob Bowman – Foille a deux / written by Vince Gilligan; directed by Kim Manners – The end / written by Chris Carter; directed by R.W. Goodwin. This six-disc Blu-ray Disc version features widescreen presentation; Audio commentary on select episodes by Chris Carter, Kim Manners, and John Shiban; Special effects sequences with commentary by Paul Rabwin; International clips; Documentary: "The truth about season 6th; FX behind the truth; Inside the X-files; FX featurette; Deleted scenes; Introduction to "The Post-Modern Prometheus" by Chris Carter and Frank Spotnitz; Introduction to "Bad blood" by Chris Carter and Frank Spotnitz; "Threads of mythology: black oil"; Television spots; Languages: English, Spanish, and French; Subtitles: Spanish, French, and English closed captioned for the death and hearing impaired.


Yukoku: (Patriotism, or the rite of love and death) (DVD)  
20450,1D  
B&W  27 MIN  CRITERION  1966

The Criterion Collection Series - Austere, elegant, and fiercely Japanese, "Patriotism" uses Noh staging to tell the story of Lieutenant Takeyama and his new bride, Reiko. A planned coup d'état has failed, and Takeyama will be required to participate in the execution of his friends. He therefore resolves to commit seppuku–ritual suicide–accompanied by his wife. Elegant, expressionistic and wordless, accompanied by selections from Wagner's "Tristan und Isolde," Mishima emphasizes the erotic and romantic ties between husband and wife, the physical relationship between sex and death, the ability of duty and honor to give meaning to action, and the ability of action to grant power to ideas. In keeping with the motto that decorates their home, the final actions of Takeyama and Reiko are "wholeheartedly sincere." Cast includes Mishima Yukio, Tsuruoka Yoshiko. Written and directed by Yukio Mishima. This Criterion collection DVD version features both the Japanese version (27 min.) and the English version (29 min.); 49-minute audio recording of Yukio Mishima at The Foreign Correspondents Club of Japan; 50-minute making-of documentary, featuring crew from the films production; Interview excerpts featuring Mishima discussing World War II and death; Booklet featuring a new essay by renowned critic and historian Tony Rayns, Mishima’s extensive notes on the films production, and Mishima’s original short story; Language: Japanese and English intertitles.